Precarious Provenance

Human Remains from Africa’s Colonial Past before 1919 in Scientific Collections in Baden-Württemberg

Date:
Monday, July 8th 2024

Time:
10 am – 4.30 pm

Location:
Pfleghofsaal, Schulberg 2,
72070 Tübingen

Organisation:
University Museum Tübingen
MUT

10.00 Arrival – Get together (Coffee and tea)
10.20–10.50 Welcome and introduction
10.50–11.35 Results of the joint project “Precarious Provenance”
11.35–12.00 An Anthropological Investigation of Unknown non-European Skulls of the University of Tübingen
14.00–14.30 Decolonising Provenance Research: The Role of the Community of Origin in Provenancing Colonial Collections
15.00–15.25 Repatriation of Human Remains from Stuttgart to Hawai‘i and Aotearoa New Zealand
15.25–15.45 Report by the advisory board
15.45–16.30 Final discussion